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About This Game

Escape Virus Reboooorn!

This game is the DNA's battle for survival between the Virus in the micro-world.
There is no rest and starting all over again if you got hit.

Keep your eyes on the screen!!
Also,it is compatible with the network ranking.

Let's try to compete with the world users!
Enjoy in five game modes.

【Mode:normal】
Save your allies and to escape from viruses. Keep to avoid viruses even for your allies, if they touched viruses you get separated!

Raise the multiplier depends on the length of DNA chains.

【Mode:radio control[Chaos]】
Almost the same mode as normal,but the operation has changed to radio control. DNA and items are increased, then a dramatic

decrease in viruses !It's totally in chaos.
The point-addition is proportional to your speed. Go forward and forward without stopping!

【Mode:horde】
No allies appear in horde mode.To take out viruses by immune bomb that can use continuation. The multiplier will be up when

you could use the same immune bomb again and again.
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【Mode:zoom128】
Rescue 128 DNA allies in the larger screen version. Trying to break the shortest period of time! The screen is fixed. Be careful

about the viruses bustle around.

【Mode:shooter】
This is 360-degree shooter mode with shootable DNA mutation.

Viruses also became enormous!

Twitter @peakvox / @peakvox_en
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Title: peakvox Escape Virus HD
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
peakvox, O-TWO inc.
Publisher:
peakvox
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2016
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English,Japanese
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Story]
None.

[Graphics]
Meh, typical cartoonish isometric tycoon kind of models, can't tell much about this since you only see the restaurant and the
people when you play it. Animations are so awful, people move around their arms when looking at the menu because reasons,
for example. There's only 3 or 4 animations for waiters and cooks, that seems cheap and lazy.

[Audio]
It's enough, not much I can tell.

[Gameplay]
BOOOORIIINGG. Once you create your restaurant is just sitting down and watch people come and go, there's nothing to do,
customization of the restaurant is not enough, the recipe editor was okay, but that's it. Overall, boring as hell.

[Difficulty]
It is what I expected, nonetheless if you don't get enough tables you'll probably lose the game, seems poorly balanced but
reasonable.

[Game Time]
Don't even know, only played it a bit until I gave up and uninstalled it.

[Bugs]
Major bugs everywhere, you can't put decorations in some walls because they're glitchy as hell, performance is so bad my
gaming 1.5k€ PC couldn't run it properly, it crashed in just 30 minutes of gameplay, AI is stupid, and all of this makes this
game so annoying to play, never felt so angry playing a tycoon game, that was new.

[Price]
Stupidly overpriced, don't pay for this, buy a real game, not this lazy, glitchy, boring game.

[Conclusion]
I'm refunding this game, I really feel scammed, 20€ for this game feels just like someone stole it from me, this isn't early
access, this is an unfinished prototype of a game, there's nothing good about this game, there's just not and selling it for a
proper, good game's price is just disgusting. Shame on you, developer team. Shame. On. You.. Its not a flawless game, but its
the best of its kind. Its fantastic to play with, when you've an interest in the matter. And I personally think everyone should.
Thank you, for creating this gem and I hope this is going to be even better in the future!. I'm booN aka. Zamin Hexknoke.

This is by far the best snake game I have ever played in my life.
I highly suggest you get this game via coupon or if you're rich lyfe then buy it full price and help out the game developer!

It's a really interesting game when you're high or drunk, or just bored I suppose...

It's easy, fun, simple, great.. Though very simple, this game is extraordinarily fun when playing as mouse, experiencing their life
in this game.. not bad its all about trucks and trailers
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RPGolf is a game that embarks on the treacherous journey of combining together two completely unrelated genres and in my
opinion it succeeds. In this case the genres are retro almost zelda-esque action RPG and 2D top down golf game. Both of these
core elements function fairly well (although some of the hit boxes of the enemies seemed a bit misleading) and each provides a
nice break from the other. These genres also merge surprisingly seamlessly with each other with the gameplay loop of make a
stroke then get your to ball by fighting through enemies just feeling natural. To top things off RPGolf wraps the whole package
with a healthy dose of charm. Overall while probably not the best golf game you can purchase nor the best action RPG it is
nonetheless a very compelling package that ties together both of these genres in a manner whereby each genre complements the
other very well.

For more info check out my first look video.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=g1x4wqDATjI. Bobbin dem bubbles
. If you want to experience the terrible level design and lack of creativity that defined Dark Souls II, but don\u2019t want to
waste a couple of dozen hours finishing the whole game, then you\u2019re in luck! The first of its three paid add-ons, Crown of
the Sunken King, is a perfect microcosm of everything that was wrong with the base game. For starters, the entire area has a grand
total of maybe five textures, the same handful of enemies are haphazardly plonked around the level with no apparent rhyme or
reason to the design, and every new boss is a glorified reskin of an existing one. I\u2019ll to avoid comparing this to the original
game\u2019s Artorias of the Abyss DLC, because the two are so far from being even in the same realm of quality that doing so
would only be a sad and pointless exercise that would be productive for nobody. Instead, let\u2019s talk about how Crown of the
Sunken King is sad and pointless on its own merits, and oh, boy, is there a lot to talk about.

This DLC is set in Shulva, a ruined underground city afflicted by the deadly toxins of the dragon it was built to contain. Essentially,
it\u2019s a series of connected Mesoamerican-style pyramids with a heavy slant in the direction of clever platforming and
environmental puzzles. Puzzles and moving parts were definitely a priority for this one, and the combat that makes the Souls games
so exciting is reserved chiefly for its scant handful of boss battles, one of which feels like a premade PVP scenario. A ranged
weapon is a must for navigating the city\u2019s intricate series of switches and moving platforms, most of which do nothing but
provide access to a single hidden item. In this aspect, it plays a little bit like those miniature DLCs that LittleBigPlanet had - the ones
where you just walked through a straight, featureless level and collected all the new items it added.

It just doesn\u2019t feel like there\u2019s anything to do. You\u2019re given a single area to explore, there\u2019s a tiny
optional area with a hacked-together optional \u2018boss\u2019, then the two major bosses are just one room apart from one
another with no context or explanation as to what the relation is between the two. There\u2019s no mystery to this DLC, no creative
spark. It\u2019s totally disconnected from the rest of the game\u2019s world and story, so I hardly knew where I was, what this
place\u2019s relation to the story is, what I\u2019m even supposed to be doing here, and why. The DLC really does just drop you
in, and that would be okay if there was more than a vague reference to a story. The last boss kind of made sense, and was good
insofar as you\u2019re okay with just fighting something you\u2019ve already beaten before in a more interesting setting, but it
does little to ease the overwhelming feeling that I\u2019ve just wasted 3-4 hours of my life on something that I could have happily
skipped.

My review for the base game.. To be honest at start I thought the game was overpriced, when I paused and didn't touch it again
at launch day, a day after I decided to give it another try and I played for hours without stopping, now that I've finnaly finished I
am proud to announce that I THINK THAT THE GAME IS WORTH IT EVEN AT A HIGHER PRICE.
There is so much conntent, the game is a huge sandbox of options, you can do whatever you want to do,
Yes they do tell you what to do, but they don't tell you when so you can come back later.
Even after finishing the game, there is still about 30 more memories to collect.

I also like how the game gets progressively harder after you beat the mission before, and even it goes cross vacations..

I think it will be cool if when you enter job simulator, and later finish it, it will offer you to buy it and if you like already have it
installed so it redirects you to it.

I think it will also be cool if there was a bonus for 'veterens' from job simulator, like a extra something, like a character or
something like that.

I'd also hope for more content updates!
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Anyways I will now rate the game out of 3 categories:
1. Story: there isn't alot of complicated story but the story is quite enjoyble. I rate it 4/5

2. Graphics: the graphics are creative and special. 4.5/5

3. gameplay: very fun in total. there is alot to do in this game, yes there isn't much to do after you finish it but can still be fun.
4/5

Total rating 4.25.
Summary: the game is really enjoyable, the game is fun for everyone and is very recommended.

. 300 Beards in and yet i am not disappoint.. An excellent throwback to '80's arcade machines, this game is fast, furious, and
\/incredibly\/ challenging. Not for the faint of heart, even veteran gamers will stopped dead without focus, practice, and very
quick reflexes. I highly recommend this intense audiovisual experience, but only if you think you're up for it. If you're not good
at twitch reflex and aren't willing to spend a long time practicing, this game is not for you.. doing reviews cuz i can. Epic
shoot'em all game experience. However....

Pro:
Well balanced game design
Rich challenge objectives
Various game completion methods
Built-in game recording system

Con:
Not friendly for multi-display player, if you want to change a objective display. Here's what u have to do: Press ALT + Enter
switch to window mode then drag the game window to another display.
Cannot adjust volume in-game. (You have to do this in the Windows Volume Mixer) This has to blame the dev team.

I know the dev team put a lots effort in the game design. However, in terms of the user experience. It's just a disaster.

7\/10 I will not recommend this game at this point.. Just got through playing Jan's route and I'm quite literally disgusted with this
game. I don\u2019t understand why anyone would enjoy something so sick epically with no warnings. I don\u2019t even know
if I can play any more of this game, I\u2019m so disgusted! The write of this game is sick and should be ashamed. I will never
purchase anything from these writers again.
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